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Get the complete box set of MS Parker's sexy and thrilling Wicked series. My life wasn't perfect but
it was close. I loved my job and my husband. We were getting ready to celebrate our first year of
marriage and, soon, we'd be starting a family. And then my world imploded.Twenty-six year-old
Shae Lockwood and her husband have the kind of marriage most people would kill for. Together
since college, they're as in love now as they were then. When Allen surprises Shae for their one
year anniversary, she has no way of knowing that everything in her life is about to change.Don't
miss the complete Wicked series, an Erotic Thriller from USA Today best-selling author M.S.
Parker.
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Would have been a 5 if it had real page numbers.Very emotional read. A sweet heroine torn
between a lost love and a future she's not sure she deserves. Every woman can identify with
survivors guilt -- trying to decide when it's okay to be happy again. How long is the proper time to
mourn? And while mourning, having to put up with people coming out of the woodwork to present

you with one bad scenario after another.The author did a great job of making the reader feel the
emotions of the characters. She also portrayed the heroine as a person of grace. I couldn't have put
up with all the curve-balls thrown at me without having a major screaming breakdown fit. Somewhat
suspenseful, nice amount of sex but not over done. There was relationship development and
genuine feelings not just jumping into the sack without knowing each other.I couldn't put it down. I
read all 3 books in 2 days. Wouldn't have taken that long if my family would have left me along P-).

This was exactly what it says it is: an erotic mystery. I figured out who the villian was almost
immediately but it didn't take away from the story. I am a mystery buff so I am inclined to uncover
the meanie easily. This story is more about love. The love of three friends since college and one of
them is eliminated. I will not go into it any further than that because it will spoil it. But the two
remaining characters must find their way to go on together and that is the crux of the story. It is very
well done and written. They have many obstacles and interferring persons who are selfish and
jealous that do all they can to keep them apart. But love triumphs over it all. Read it, you will enjoy it.
Great sex too and lots of it.

Well Ms. Parker does it again, I have read everything in the box sets. I stand corrected I have not
read the ex-cons series yet but that's my next journey. I will always be a huge fan of Ms Parker's,
she carries my family name that right there gave her the inside track! then I started reading her
books and became even more enthralled. She is one of the best storytellers I have read recently I
just love her works. I will continue to be a fan for many more years to come!

I like the books but I did not like the fact that it kept repeating it self. The love seems was saying the
same thing ware I would get tire of reading and jump ahead. I was able to guess the secretary was
behind the reason for the mysterious letters. But it was a good twist to the story.

Hi there. I don't know about other readers but sometimes you just get hooked on a sample of a
book.This was that kind of book. Something that could happen in real life. Because I know life can
take a sudden turn when you don't expect it.

I loved this series! Emotional, mystery, drama and hot sex. The story starts with Allen and Shae,
and after a tragic event, Allens best friend Jasper comes into the story with Shae. Terrible in laws
and an over zealous cop, makes the story heart stopping! A must read

I loved this book, full of suspense, romance and sex, my favorite kind of book. M S Parker is a
wonderful writer, I wonder how she keeps coming up with such great stories. I always look for her
next book release. Love her writings, I can't put down her books sometimes I read all night without
looking at the time!!!

A Wicked LieWith starts off as a love story of Shae and Allen. Bring together for so long and finally
getting married. When a tragic accident happens nothing will ever be the same again. I couldn't stop
reading this book, I felt the emotions as Well was reading and the end HOLY SH*T. I can't wait to
read what will happen nextA Wicked KissJust when Shae was starting to move on with Jasper,
everything seems to go wrong. When an ex comes to town with some news, Shae getting
messages and phone calls about Allen, it just seems Shae can't really move on. When Shae finds
something that Jasper has will she trust him or think the worst? The ending has me wanting the next
book in this series NOW. I can't wait to see what happens next for ShaeA Wicked TruthCould
anything else go wrong for Shae? Now being accused of murdering her husband, she has no one
and the one she wants she pushed away. When Shae has a dream of her late husband I was an
emotional wreck. It was a moment for Shae to finally say goodbye and she realized that she wanted
was Jasper. But can they handle what comes next? Amazing series and perfect how it ended
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